[Elastography shows promise in testicular cancer detection].
Elastography is a novel imaging technology that shows promise in the identification of anatomic structures. The widespread use of ultrasound for screening testicular tumors in patients with cancer risk factors highlights unclassified testicular micronodules. We investigated the ability of elastography to accurately diagnose testicular nodules. Patients with clinical testicular nodules were assigned to undergo elastography in a prospective study. The imaging was carried out by a single radiologist using a static elastography unit with a 9-14MHz frequency linear transducer, to identify hardness score, loss of architecture of testicular parenchyma, and surrounding effect. When orchidectomy was required, the corresponding specimens were subjected to hematoxylin and eosin staining for histologic correlation. We imaged 34 testicular lesions: 26/34 (76%) malignant tumors and 8/34 (24%) non-tumor lesion including 4 hematomas, 3 orchitis and 1 ischemia. Se, Sp, PPV and NPV of hardness in elastography in differentiating between malignant and benign tissue was found to be 96.2%, 37.5%, 83%, and 75%, respectively. Further, for recognizing cancer, the loss of architecture of the testicular parenchyma detecting in elastography was 92.3%, 75%, 92.3%, and 75%, respectively, and the surrounding effect was 84.6%, 87.5%, 95.6% and 63.6%, respectively. Elastography may be a promising tool at diagnosing testicular tumor when the loss of architecture and the surrounding effect were present. Further studies are needed to evaluate whether the utility of elastography is worth pursuing to identify of unclassified testicular micronodules. 3.